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now FREE!

Electronic copies of our newsletter will 
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The day started with Vlad and Petronella having their last court. They called up 
and thanked, then released their retainers, some to giggles and laughter. One of 
their retainers, a certain Mustachioed individual, seemed to take special inter-
est as each was released and found a different way to ‘end’ their time behind the 
throne: daggers, garrotes, and other ideas came to mind. Finally, he switched out 
the King’s drink, which soon resulted in the King’s Demise. Petronalla took her 
revenge with a hat pin, but then declared that she would not govern alone, so 
escorted Vlad’s body out of the room. 
Tom and Sigrid were invited to take the Stellar Throne, and did so to rousing 
cheers. After their vows they took vows of allegiance from the various individuals 
and groups in the room. Even Vlad took his vows, after his miraculous recovery. 
The day involved much fighting in most disciplines, with various tournaments 
available to satisfy everyone’s blood urges. Tom did not get to fight as he wanted 
as he was in meetings virtually the whole day. 
Evening court saw all attending Barons and Baronesses attending their Majes-
ties in Court. A few of the highlights of the day included Petronella being put on 
Vigil for the Order of the Pelican, and Baron Edward being put on Vigil for the 



Order of Defense. The White Scarf was retired in a great ceremony, where the 
original Queen that had awarded each member their scarf got to hand them a 
final scarf as a token of the order. A new order was created to replace the White 
Scarf as the level below the Order of Defense and 3 individuals were ushered in 
to start the order. 
After a fine but simple feast featuring Roasted Beef and a soft cheese (to die for) 
it was time to pack up and head back to our crash space for the evening, tired but 
happy. 

- Baron David du Pont
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